1. PAGETURNERS RAG
2. DANCE AND SING
Got to keep on going like it ain’t the end
Got to change like your life is depending on it
It’s a long time coming and we’re taking it in
What a wild ruse
See the cold moon hanging like the pennant above
Too many ice cream socials with the promise ring love
Had to shoot all the targets at the carnival cause
You needed hard proof
I read God is dead I shed some tears for him
But I swear on his grave I’ll never do it again
And I screamed when I realized what was happening
That I had good news
I’ll grieve
What I have lost
Forgive the firing squad
How imperfect life can be
Now all I can do
Is just dance on through
See the Coast Guard coming
Save the drowning men
Out by Catalina Island they abandoned ship
All the news trucks piled up with starts and fits
Coming from Point Dume
It’s the last ditch effort
Makes no sense to try
Put more gas on the tires
Put more wood on the fire
Warm your hands up ‘cause we’ll probably be here a while
If you want the honest truth
Don’t turn
Your cheek away
Please don’t resuscitate
Make an example out of me
Because all I can do
Is just dance on through
And sing
Got a diamond cold heart
And I got it in spades
With the Walkman fading like an audio slave
It’s a self-induced seizure like a kid at a rave
Smeared in day-glo paint
And all the popular prophets
Want to take me to task
Well it’s just your opinion
So I’d rather not ask
But I got me a cane
And I’m spinning it fast
As the band plays
Don’t read
My worried mind
That smoking gun
Passing through time
I’m yours
You can decide
What fate I’ll have
On the firing line
Because now all I can do
Is just dance on through
And sing
With every note there is
With every note there was
Each passing chord
There was only love
With every step there is

With every step that was
Spinning Around
There was only love
Only Love Only Love
It was a slow dance for us
There was only love

3. JUST ONCE IN
THE WORLD
Found the throughline
For all humankind
If given the time
They’ll blow up or walk on the moon
It’s just what they do
For personal gain
On Thanksgiving Day
I joined the parade
I stood at the top of the float
And threw out a rose
Watched a blast from the past
Indigenous dance
Started to laugh
And then I just started to cry
This world is waving goodbye
So cut a rug let’s throw a party
Birthday cards for everyone
Swallow hard and say you’re sorry
Just admit what you have done
I studied your work
Like architecture
Cathedral of words
The meaning’s not easy to tell
Comes back around on itself
Admirers, your biographer
The odometer
There’s no way to turn back the clock
It’s going to run until it stops
So excited to play
Turned up all the way
Electric, ecstatic, psychotic
Jumped into the drums
Was pandemonium
So if it’s time let’s go together
I will be your ballast now
Let’s sail into that stormy weather
No matter how it turns out
I just want to stand by your side
When everyone calls you a lie
I’ll be your shield

There’s still some truth worth defending
Let’s stroll to the edge of the cliff
Stop here and give me a kiss
Now we’re walking on air
There’s no hell beneath our feet
Guard my darling bride
They don’t know you
Fear imbalanced bliss
Breeze and lightness
If it ever occurred
Just once in the world
A love as absurd
As ours I would scream what we lost
From the mountaintop

4. MARIANA TRENCH
Well they’d better save some space for me
In that growing cottage industry
Where selfishness is currency
People spend more than they make
So I wrapped my head in bandages
From a string of happy accidents
I guess maybe I asked for it
But who am I to say
The closing bell death tolls
Hear the market crash
A crying trader swears he’ll get out of the game
The cowboy drinks himself to death
Fresh out of rehab
While they’re loading all the rifles on the range
Look up at that Everest
Look down in that Mariana Trench
Look now as the crumbling 405 falls down
When the big one hits
Look out for the plainclothes
Look out for what the wiretap knows
Look out on the ever-widening money trail and where it goes
It takes a lot of gall
To try to please
These dehumanizing entities
I befriended all my enemies
They had my back against the wall
Oh a coward is
What a coward does
I suppose maybe I always was
But I’m sick of it
I’ve had enough
And now I’m ready for the war
The lion bows his head down
To the ringmaster
With the tightrope stretched so high
Above the crowd
All these faces are contortionists
It must have hurt
Because they all looked as unhappy
As a clown
Look long at that Stonehenge
Look quick is it something you missed
Look into that smoldering building’s bombed out fog
Until it finally lifts
Look up at that big wave
Look down at your other brother’s grave
Look hard for a harder something to sacrifice
That’s what it takes
That’s what it takes
Look up at that Everest
Look down in that Mariana Trench
Look now as the crumbling 405 falls down
Oh when the big one hits

Look out for the plainclothes
Speak soft what the wiretap knows
Look out on that ever-widening money trail
And where it goes
Where does it go?

5. ONE AND DONE
My old pal looks shaky with a cigarette in his hand
Salt and pepper sprinkled on his face and on his head
Looks like he might start crying, is it something that I said?
Let’s take a walk around the block
This fleeting feeling is infinite
Around here we’ve been wondering
what tomorrow’s going to sing
On the final field recording from the loud Anthropocene
I’ve seen the sparkle of the diamonds
on the watch of the emcee
It’s not keeping time, just shining
It’s not the first time you said, one and done
And oh my god
And oh my god
Stood in your prom dress all covered in blood
What you sacrificed will never be enough
This old town looks empty but we knew it wouldn’t last
Behind bulletproof windows they’re still wiring the cash
Whatever they could scrape up, whatever that they had
There’s a lot of mouths to feed through this famine
This room seems even smaller now than I remember it
Hung mirrors on the walls and the ceiling
There’s no disguising it
There’s no denying it
This little box fits everything there is
It’s not the first dance you said, one and done
And oh my god
Baby oh my god
Came to the wedding you were looking rough
Watch the masochists all celebrating love
Come up!
Come up!

6. PAN AND BROOM
Out of the blue
Saw you fall down the stairs
It was me pushing you
Innocence
Tell me the truth
Is that blood on your hands
Or just chocolate and fruit?
That isn’t what I heard
This world went down in flames and manmade caves
An island of lepers
That’s no kind of place to stay
Came into view
I just fly through the light
Like the dust in the room
Reminisce
Walk through this zoo
And I sweep up my dreams
With a pan and a broom
Not sure what comes after
Life just went down a drain of rainy days
Way up in the rafters
I float where the organ fades
If it’s not all that important then why make a fuss at all?

Just whistle a tune
While you’re digging a grave
On a hot afternoon
Happiness
Left here too soon
With a map and a bag
On a plane to Tulum
Best medicine’s laughter
What a practical joke we have to play
Let’s wait for the rapture
Man the phone banks were talking snakes
If it’s not all that important then why make a fuss at all?

7. STAIRWELL SONG
Underneath an awning
Concentrating on the rain
Hearing laughter in the stairwell
It reverberates
They’re talking about the weekend
All the plans that they have made
Said it’s just nice to have something
To anticipate
We were dressed alike
Though you were one of a kind
For an enigmatic guy
You seemed relatable
You were smart
But so foolish with your heart
Eyed the exit from the start
In the end, couldn’t tell what you pretended
Always wild
With your sly renegade smile
Perfectly disheveled style
What a waste
I regret it to this day
When I’m trapped inside my bedroom
Planning out my last resort
I have a great imagination
So I just teleport
And I’m back with you in Benson
Sitting on that rotting porch
Where we only drank the good stuff
That we could afford
Could be so damn mean
But you were always sweet to me
You swept me off my feet
And we went flying
Tried your best to hide
All the sadness in your eyes
But I caught you every time
That that was possible

You were kind
Existential and refined
Always something on your mind
Even then
Our love was not in question
Nothing changed
You just packed your things one day
Didn’t bother to explain
What happened
You like cinematic endings

8. PERSONA NON GRATA
Getting dressed for a date
Put on blue aftershave
Wore a kilt like a Celt
Hid the way that I felt
Combat boots, fallen leaves
West Village Halloween
To a Bollywood song
Taking shots ‘til we’re gone
Unwelcome in the autumn
Persona Non Grata
I’m the last of the best
I’m your thoughts in the swamp
There’s a playground of children
In the shadows of buildings
There’s a line out the church
Where your homelessness works
Where the stain glass of crimson
Meets Ezekiel’s visions
Saw a valley of bones
Where no man shall be saved
And now you, you come to me, asking that
And now you, you come to me, and you’re asking that
Oh how can we reconcile?
Left your innocence there
In Tiananmen Square
You were filled with despair
Underfed and depressed
Vacant lot where a prison stood
God knows you never would
Lie to yourself
But you do every time
Made a life of deception
And passive aggression
Going to scream when I sing
Going to die in the ring
Turn me on
You’re a knockout
Climb up on to my cloud
Do your worst to me now
Before I change my mind
And now you, you want to be true, to me once again
And you want me to be true, to you once again
Oh yeah you, you want to be true, to me once again
And you want me to be true, to you once again

9. TILT-A-WHIRL
My phantom brother came to me
His backlit face was hard to see
I couldn’t move, I couldn’t scream
You can’t un-hear Beethoven’s 5th
This human heart’s an aggregate
Competing feelings so disparate
And strange
Life’s a solitary song
No one to clap or sing along
It sounds so sweet and then it’s gone
So suddenly

My aging mother steeled herself
Against the gravity she felt
Braced for another fainting spell
Fell in her mind through a trap door
We picked her up off of the floor
When she came to her throat was sore
And she spoke
Life’s a game of solitaire
Amusement rides at county fairs
The Tilt-A-Whirl of our despair
Ends suddenly
Where’d it go?
Life’s a lonely love affair
Kaleidoscope beyond compare
It vanishes into thin air
So suddenly

10. HOT CAR IN THE SUN
Parisian revelry
Unapologetic apathy
I guess it’s the way it has to be
Made my bed and I brushed my teeth
Didn’t think about dying
Got up to face another day
Maybe you’re the same
Maybe you’re afraid too
I love you
I am you
Chopped the celery and made the soup
Didn’t have much else to do
I was dreaming of my ex-wife’s face
It’s just painful to walk around
It’s just painful to talk out loud
I know this pain is not my own
Felt so hot in the parking lot
The car windows were all rolled up
Just a dog dying in the Chevrolet
Baby it’s okay
I love you
Baby it’s okay
Because I wanted to
Love you

11. FORCED
CONVALESCENCE
Forced convalescence and bed rest
Staring contest
With the ceiling and my feet
Was momentarily conscious
Of the backflips
I’ve been doing in my sleep
I’m not afraid of the future
Have to suffer and repeat
I tend to agree
What happens will be
Pain of my own making
Cut short by eternity
Now I’ve recovered completely
Life is easy
Hula-hooping around the sun
The calendar’s little boxes
All these presents
Get to open every one
I’ll be prepared for the winter

And the summer
And beyond
Just keep tagging along
Until the feeling is gone
Amazed by the haystack
Needle to oblivion
In a daze
In the doorway
I stood crying for what was
In a trance
In a taxi
Just keep driving please don’t stop
Out of the neighborhood, the multiverse
Iron and rust
Went out of town for the weekend
With my children
Built sandcastles in the sun
Catastrophizing my birthday
Turning forty
Ending up like everyone
There’s no escaping the housework
Or the bank clerk
Or the priest
They’re waiting for me
In my Egyptian sheets
The Seroquel’s working
It’s fighting my fantasies
In the dark
At a distance
I see everything at once
Feel the wind
Through the window
And I’m overcome with love
Inter-dimensional, no obstacles
Mountains and dust

12. TO DEATH’S HEART
(IN THREE PARTS)
Didn’t hallucinate
It wasn’t strange
Inside the lines I drew
Been staying in my lane
Wasn’t assigned to me
I’m not to blame
Brown bottles of Jameson
Grey ashes in a tray
I put out
Got cancer sick
Got on a plane
Visited the Vatican
To watch the pontiff wave
And he say

“Benedicente…benedicente…benedicente…”
On a long hot Sunday
Got to get out of here
I can’t remain
Limbs they hang like chandeliers
From alcohol and age
Down in the weeds again
Tough to explain
Mattress soaked in gasoline
Makes iridescent flames
I lay down
I’ll ask my love
What will she say?
What’s it like to live with me here
Every fucking day?
But she stays
“Agotante…agotante…agotante…”
In her most gentle way
Still think of New York every time
I see your face now it just feels like another life
I’m up late
With an imaginary pain
Always did come in waves
All that’s constant is that change
Just grab the kids real quick
Can’t start the car
Fading like a photograph
Your taillights in the dark
There’s nothing left no more
To tear apart
Agonies are infinite
And sympathies just aren’t
They run out
I’ve seen that void
Tried not to stare
There’s bodies in the Bataclan
There’s music in the air
And they sing
“Éphémère…éphémère… éphémère…”
And Wish You Were Here
Enough blood to fill up this fish bowl
Keep swimming around
The exit’s blocked
There’s nowhere to go
All these same fears
Year after year
All the old ones reappear
Only difference is you’re not here

13. CALAIS TO DOVER
Under a microscope of apoplectic vision
My face on a slide show I looked totally unhinged
Forgot the Latin word, the name for this condition
Said I felt sick to get attention
Now this winter got an excuse to not go home
Rented a house out on the coast
Flying away I heard a memory, your voice over the engine
So full of remorse and apprehension
Now that you’re gone
Now that I’m out here on my own
It won’t be long
‘Til I have to pay for what I’ve done
Tell me to stop
Tell me to watch the way I talk
Because nothing is changing
Don’t want to state the obvious
Threw up on the ferry ride from Calais back to Dover
As pale as the white cliffs that we faced
Wasn’t afraid, eventualities, just knew that it was over
No brushes with death could keep us sober

If I was in London I’d hold you to everything
If we were in Cardiff I’d just sing
But I’m stuck in Omaha obsessed with my inventions
There isn’t a name for this condition
Tell me I’m wrong
Tell me you understand my love
Tell me what’s off
What would you like to turn back on?
Tell me what’s gone
Make me a list of what you lost
Because everything’s changing
Don’t want to state the obvious
Tell me what’s wrong
Tell me I’ll pay for what I’ve done
Tell me what’s up
Pain like a big red rubber ball
I wish it would stop
I wish I could tell you it was gone
But nothing is changing
Sorry to state the obvious
Now that you’re gone
Tell me you understand my love
Tell me what’s wrong
Make me a list of what you lost
That’s all that I want
I’ll pay for what I’ve done
Nothing is changing
To state the obvious

14. COMET SONG
The city shines
A silver street lamp glistens in the snow
Shiver as I’m walking by
Just knowing what I know
I guess this wild wanderlust
Just got out of control
Wish I could apologize
And come in from the cold
Where are you going?
Or where you been?
Questions that you’ll never ask again
I heard the words
I took my turn
Another eulogy
Not sure I can hang if this
Is how it’s going to be
We reminisce on innocence
Then plunge into the sea
The Super 8 keeps flickering
With choppy memories
Spent decades in search of
What meant so much to you
Then sold the whole collection
Because the rent was due
You clenched your fist
And threw the dish
And called me Peter Pan
Your aim’s not very accurate
And I thank God for that
Although I told you many times
I’m not much of a man
You held out hope
Believing that at least I might pretend
Vacuumed up all of the fairy dust
Held Savasana on the floor
Just felt like dying
When you thought of us
You clapped your hands
And hoped for an encore
So young and sunburnt
We walked on an empty beach

The surface was so shiny
With nothing underneath
There’s tulips in the wheelbarrow
There’s cherries in the tree
There’s a comet in the sky at least
One night a century
And I will always wait for you
If you will wait for me
Like a baby or apocalypse
That we will never see
Little infant in a plastic box
Shedding incubator tears
She doesn’t know yet what a comet does
You’re approaching even as you disappear
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